Introduction

1.
Automatic recognition of natural language verbal speech is one of important areas of development of artificial intelligence and computer science as a whole, as results in this area will allow to solve the problem of development of man's efficient voice response means with the help of computer. A principal opportunity for transition from formal languages-mediators between man and machine to natural language in verbal form as universal means of expression of man's ideas and wishes has appeared with development of modern voice technologies. Voice input has a number of advantages such as naturalness, promptness, input's notional accuracy, user's hands and vision freedom, possibility of control and processing in extreme conditions. Literature analysis has shown that currently there is no description of phonetic system of Kazakh language containing acoustic characteristics of sounds. This is necessary for formation of automatic transcription which is an integral part of speech recognition system. In this regard the authors carry out associated work. Thus, for example, complete formant analysis of Kazakh vowels was presented in the work of Yessenbayev, Karabalayeva and Sharipbayev (2012) . Also the phonetic transcription converter for speech recognition was developed and Kazakh speech phonemic segmentation algorithms were implemented. However in the course of the work it has been discovered that more detailed transcription is necessary for reliable recognition, which is presented in this article. The marking-out of word's first sound contributes to acceleration of the whole recognition process and decreases the number of words-candidates for recognition.
continuous speech files comprising around 1000 vowels.
Also the recognition of vowels by using formant frequencies in Arabic speech is described in the works of Alotaibi and Hussain (2010) . They have developed the recognition system based on HMM and determined experimentally the frequencies of the first and second formant (F1 and F2). The recognition value resulted to be about 91.6%.
A simple method for recognizing the five vowels of the Serbian language in continuous speech presented by Prica and Ili'c (2010) . The method they have used is based on recognition of frequencies of first three formants that are present in vowels. By using of LPC method for determining the frequencies and amplitudes of formants in speech, they have set the frequency ranges of formants F1, F2 and F3 for all vowels and defined the areas that vowels occupy in F1-F2-F3 space. When recognition is performed only to vowel speech samples, the average correct recognition rate they have obtained was 83.2%.
Kocharov has developed a system of recognition of vowels in the Russian language, which is based on synchronization with the pitch period. The recognition achieved equalled 87.7% for isolated vowels and 83.93% for the vowels within a word (Kocharov, 2004) .
Malaysian spoken vowel recognition by using Autoregressive Models presented in the works of Yusof, Raj and Yaacob (2007) . Detection accuracy based on recorded vowels was about 99%. Kodandaramaiah, Giriprasad and Rao (2010) described the standard approach for the classification of English vowels based on formants. They have shown 90 to 95% of speaker recognition using Euclidian distance measure.
Materials and Methods
3.
Acoustic analysis of Kazakh vowels
The Kazakh language belongs to the Turkic group of languages. There are 9 vowels and 19 consonants in the Kazakh language. In Cyrillic alphabet they are denoted as follows: Vowels: , , , , , , , , , out of which the vowels , , , and are phonemes, and vowels , , , are allophones of phonemes , , , ;
The acoustic analysis of Kazakh vowels is based on the following synharmonic tones: , -hard non-labial synharmonic vowels; , -soft non-labial synharmonic vowels; , -hard labial synharmonic vowels; , -soft labial synharmonic vowels; -soft non-labial synharmonic vowel. The system of synharmonic features of Kazakh vowels is presented in Table (Yessenbayev, Karabalayeva & Sharipbayev, 2012) . 
Figure 1. System of Kazakh Vowels
Kazakh Vowels Transcription
The phonetic transcription converter is performed as a software program replacing some symbols by other symbols according to the following substitution rules included in the control file:
Each substitution rule consists of two parts separated from each other by symbol "=". To the left of this symbol are primary symbols of word's letter record, to the right -symbols by which they should be replaced in the transcription.
For transcription of specified word sequential search of inclusion of the left part of regular rule is looked for, and if such is present, then it is replaced by the right part of the given rule.
As transcription signs for vowels, mainly corresponding Kazakh letters are used. Hard Kazakh consonants are also transcribed by Kazakh letters, and corresponding soft consonants are transcribed by similar Latin letters.
Symbol "#" denotes beginning of a word or end of a word depending on its location: if "#" is in front of symbols, then it is the beginning of a word; if "#" is after symbols, then it is end of a word.
Symbol "^" denotes any symbols in any quantity between two sounds. For the reader's convenience rules presented in this article are divided into groups which are numerated. It is recommended to include these groups in the order of numbers into the control file without changing the order of rules in groups as it is obvious that the substitution order is important.
1. If a word in the Kazakh language begins with vowel " ", sound " " is heard before it during pronunciation, if a word begins with vowels " ", " ", short insertion of " " is formed before them during pronunciation, for example, " " -" ", " " -" ', " " -" ". 2. If a word begins with consonants " " or " ", vowels " ", " " are heard before these sounds during pronunciation, depending on hardness or softness of consonants "r", "l" here mean soft analogues of " " and " ", for example, " " -" ", " " -" ", " " -" ", " " -" ". 3. Vowels " ", " ", " ", " " at the beginning of a word or word's first syllable change vowels " ", " " to vowels " ", " " accordingly in the following syllables during pronunciation. For example, " " -" ", " " -" ", " " -" ", " " -" "; 4. Vowels " ", " " at the beginning of word or word's first syllable change vowel " " to vowel " " in the following syllables during pronunciation, for example, " " -" ", " " -" ". 5. Vowels " ", " ", " " at the beginning of a word or word's first syllable change vowel " " to its allophone " " in the following syllables during pronunciation, for example, " " -" ", " " -" ". 6. During pronunciation of diphthong " " in the word composition sounds " ", " " are heard depending on hardness or softness of vowels in the rest syllables. For example, " " -" ", " " -" ". 7. During pronunciation of diphthong " " in the word composition sounds " ", " " are heard, depending on hardness of softness of vowels in the rest syllables. For example, " " -" ", " " -" ". If before or after " " there are consonants " ", " ", sound " " is always heard during pronunciation of sound " ". For example, " " -" ", " " -" ". The given phonetic transcription converter can be used for speech synthesis as well.
Recognition of Vowels at Word Beginning
Determination of speech beginning
At first it is necessary to make a reliable determination of speech beginning. We have used the algorithm of V.Y. Shelepov (Shelepov & Nitsenko, 2012) . Here is the brief description of this algorithm.
There is an 8-bit record with frequency of 22,050 Hz used. When the record button is pressed sequential sound sections by 300 counts (windows) are recorded. For each of them the relation of is calculated where is numerical analogue of full variation, is the number of constancy points i.e. such moments of time when the signal value remains the same at the next moment. By first ten windows an average of this relation is taken. We will name this value as "current StartPorog". It characterizes the upper threshold of "silence". Then we wait for the moment when this threshold is exceeded by not less than 5 times. Then we go back by 20 windows (initial stock) and, beginning from this moment we will enter recorded counts into buffer 1. Thereby the record of what we suppose to be speech starts. We will determine "current EndPorog" as fivefold current StartPorog. The filling of buffer 1 continues up to the moment after which values in the course of 10 thousand counts will be less than current EndPorog. The mentioned 10 thousand counts (end stock) are also entered into it. Thus, the record of supposed speech section stops. We will note that during each record new values of "current StartPorog" and "current EndPorog" are calculated.
The recorded data is checked for speech presence by means of quasi-periodicity (Shelepov, 2009) . If speech presence is revealed, the contents of buffer 1 are transferred to buffer 2.
Selection of features for recognition by model
We will consider the system of features used by us at DTW recognition (Dynamic Time Warping) (Shelepov, 2009 ). There are 10 thousand numbers entered into the corresponding buffer:
( 1 ) of tension values at microphone output in sequential time moments (We will name these time moments as counts). The row of numbers itself (1) and corresponding function ( 2 ) will be named by us as a signal. Thus, the numbers (1), in the final analysis, reflect the change of pressure on As signal smoothing we name signal processing by three-point sliding filter (3) Further work is carried out with pointwise difference of primary and tenfold-smoothed signal. This allows to "purify" it to some extent from the speaker's individual tone and thus advance toward speaker independent recognition system. Further except as otherwise stipulated under the signal we understand the specified difference and in order to avoid complicated denotations we will consider that (1) and (2) correspond exactly to it.
Let be the number of counts between two adjacent local maximums of function (2) (we will name function contraction to corresponding interval as full oscillation). If maximums are not strict, then under we understand the number of counts from first maximum beginning to second maximum beginning. We will define value z:
z=l at 2 l<20; z=20 + at 20 l<50; z=25 + at 50 l<90; z=29 at l 90. We will name the nearest integral number not exceeding z as length of corresponding full oscillation. In this way the length of full oscillation is considered the more accurately the shorter the oscillation is. We will mark out signal section and specify through the total number of full oscillations at the given section, through -the number of full oscillations of length 2,..., through -the number of full oscillations of length 29. We will assign the vector to the specified section ( 4 ) where = / , , is amplitude relation (difference of largest and smallest values) of considered signal section to the whole signal amplitude. The value is entered in order to separate reliably the pause from significant signal part and its normalization is carried out in order to abstract from loudness of the pronounced.
We will divide the recorded signal making 10 thousand counts into sections making 368 counts each (duplicated quasi-period of major tone for male voice of average pitch). For each of 27 full sections we will calculate the vector (4). The last non-full section will be simply discarded by us. As a result we present the signal in the form of path, i.e. sequence of 27 points in 29-dimensional space: ( , ,..., ) . The presentation of the whole word is described above, and three first vectors are enough for the vowel definition at the beginning of word, i.e.: ( , , ) . Further, for recognition we apply the algorithm of T.K.Vintsyuk which has already become classical, also known as DTW algorithm (Vintsyuk, 1987) .
Results
4.
17 words for each sound with different sound combinations were selected for testing. For example, for sound " " words: " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", " ", " " were selected. In all versions except for word " " the program reliably recognized the sound " ".
On Figures 2 and 3 the visualization of word " " and recognition of sound " " at its beginning are presented. The complete description of the experiment's result is presented in Table 2 . As you can see from the table, sounds " " and " " are recognized without mistakes, during recognition of sounds " ", " ", " " the program was wrong once for each of them. With sounds " ", " ", " " it's worse as the program mixes up sound " " with sound " ", and sounds " ", " ", " " among themselves. More reliable recognition can be achieved by means of additional training as during each training sound models are averaged. 
Conclusion and Perspectives 5.
The authors of this given work received the following results:
Realization of acoustic analysis of Kazakh vowels; development and performance of phonetic transcription converter of Kazakh vowels for speech recognition as a software program; development and performance of algorithm of vowel recognition at the beginning of word as a software program. further it is planned to realize: the phonetic transcription converter's expansion and adaptation for continuous speech; development and performance of algorithm of consonant recognition at the beginning of word as a software program; development of algorithms and software programs for recognition of continuous Kazakh speech on the basis of interphoneme transitions.
